
CLOSED GRAPHS AND CLOSED PROJECTIONS1

C. T. SCARBOROUGH

If X and Fare topological spaces, we say that the pair (X, Y) has

the closed graph property (C.G.P.) if every function on AÇ.X into

Y with a closed graph G(f) in X X Y is continuous on A. We say that

the pair (X, Y) has the closed projection property (C.P.P.) if the

projection xi of X X Y onto X is a closed function, i.e. if 7TiC is closed

for all closed subsets C of X X Y. If 7n maps the closures of open sets

onto closed sets, then we say that the pair (X, Y) has the regular

closed projection property (R.C.P.P.). A space X is said to be H(i) if

every open filter base on X has nonvoid adherence.

If Y is compact, then (X, Y) has C.G.P. and C.P.P. for all spaces

X. Both of these results are well known, e.g. see [2, pp. 228-229].

Also, a discussion of C.G.P. can be found in [lO]. If Fis H(i), then

(X, Y) has R.C.P.P. by [8, p. 136]. Closed graphs, closed projections,

closed relations and the relation of these properties to various com-

pactness conditions have been studied in [3], [5], [ó], [7] and [8].

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate C.G.P., C.P.P. and

R.C.P.P., and to elaborate on and extend some of the results in the

papers mentioned above. We also show that the properties feeble

compactness or light compactness, and R.C.P.P. are closely related.

The closure of a set A will be denoted by A', and 7Ti will denote the

first projection mapping. Inclusion will be denoted by Ç and proper

inclusion by C- The positive integers will be denoted by /.

The author wishes to thank the referee for bringing several refer-

ences to his attention, particularly [3], which seems to overlap some-

what with this paper, and for improving Theorem 5 and Corollary 6.

1. Theorem. For each space Y, there exists a zero dimensional heredi-

tarily paracompact Hausdorff space Y* such that: (1) // Y is Ti and

(Y*, Y) has C.G.P., then Y is compact. (2) If (Y*, Y) has C.P.P., then
Y is compact.

Let g = {ïa : a EA } be the set of all ultrafilters on Y. Each iFa £ % is

a directed set with respect to reverse inclusion. Thus YL {3v aEA } is

a directed set with the ordering (Fa)^(Ga) if (Fa), (Ga)EjJ.{^a: aEA }

and GaÇ.Fa for all a EA. We define a topology on the power set Y* of

Y by letting each point of Y* — {0} be open, and by taking
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N(Fa) - U{ {F E 9.: F C Fa] : a £ A] W \0\

to be an open neighborhood of 0 for each (F„) in JJ {fJa: a EA }.

In order to verify that Y* is Hausdorff, it is sufficient to show that

if zV0, then there exists an N(Fa) such that z*<£N(Fa). If 2* £3=«,

let Fa=z*. If z*$üra, then, since each fj0 is an ultrafilter, there exists

an 77£fJn such that H(~\z* = 0 ; in this case let F„ = 77. It is clear from

the definition of N(Fa) that z*£7V(F„), so F* is Hausdorff. Since

every point of Y* — 10} is open in Y*, every point of Y* has arbi-

trarily small neighborhoods with empty boundary, so Y* is zero

dimensional. The verification that Y* is hereditarily paracompact is

routine and is left to the reader.

If F is not compact, then there exists an ultrafilter ion 7 with

void adherence. For each F£fjr, choose x(F)EF and consider the set

C = U { F} X \x(F)}': F£i}. We will show that C is closed in Y*X Y.
Suppose (y*, y)$LC. If y* = F£3:, then y£{x(F)}', so there exists

a neighborhood U of y such that x(F)£Z7. Thus {y*}xU is a

neighborhood of (y*, y) which fails to meet C. If y*(fc$ and y*9¿0,
then {y*} X F is a neighborhood of (y*, y) which is disjoint from C.

Suppose y* = 0. The filter S? has void adherence, so there exists a

G£ff and an open neighborhood U of y such that GC\TJ =0. Choose

a neighborhood N(Fa) of 0 such that z*=G£Ar(Fa) in exactly the

same way as was done in the verification that F* was Hausdorff.

We will show that N{Fa)XU is disjoint from C. Let F£ff. If FQG,
then x(F)EG, so x(F)($U. Thus

(AWX£/)fM{F} X {*(F)}') = 0.

Suppose F £ G and F £ ff«. If G £ fJOI then Fa = G and

F<£{F£ff„: FCF0}. If G£fJa, then FaC\G = 0. Since F and G are
both in Í, FC\G^0. Thus F£FOI so F<£{FE$a: FEFa}. Therefore

(AW XU)n ({F} X {x(F)}') = 0.

Since F was arbitrary in ff, it follows that (N(Fa)XU)r\C = 0, so C

is closed.

(1) Suppose (F*, F) has C.G.P. Let f=C^J{(0, y)} where y is
any point of F. Since F* and F are Fi spaces, / is a function with

a closed graph in F*X F. Thus, by the hypothesis, / is continuous

on SFW{0}. However, / cannot be continuous at 0; SF (considered

as a net in F*) converges to 0 and {x(F): F£íf} has no cluster

points since fi has void adherence. This is a contradiction.

(2) Suppose (Y*, Y) has C.P.P. If F is not compact, we simply

observe that C is closed, î converges to 0, fj ÇZ71-1C and 0 £iriC.
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The next two corollaries are now obvious, so their proofs are

omitted.

2. Corollary. Let Y be a Ti space. Then Y is compact if and only

if (Y*, Y) has C.G.P. Also, Y is compact if and only if (X, Y) has

C.G.P. for all spaces X.

3. Corollary. A space Y is compact if and only if ( Y*, Y) has

C.P.P. Also, Y is compact if and only if (X, Y) has C.P.P. for all

spaces X.

The second assertion of Corollary 2 (Corollary 3) also follows from

[5, p. 436] ([7, p. 21]). The second assertion of Corollary 2 was

known to the author prior to the publication of [S].

In (1), the hypothesis that Y be Ti is more or less essential, since if

Y is the range of any function with a closed graph, then F is 7\; see

[10, p. 198].
It is well known [2, p. 228] that C.P.P. implies C.G.P. Thus (1) of

Theorem 1 implies (2) of Theorem 1 whenever Y is T\. It is not true

that C.G.P. implies C.P.P.; see Example 6. However, with suitable

restrictions, we are able to obtain a partial converse.

From [4], a set UEX is said to be sequentially open iff every se-

quence in X converging to a point in U is eventually in U. The space

X is said to be sequential iff every sequentially open subset of X is

open.

4. Theorem. Let X be sequential Ti and Y be ZV If (X, Y) has

C.G.P., then (X, Y) has C.P.P.

Suppose itiC is not closed where C is a closed subset of XX Y.

Then X—iviC is not sequentially open, so there exists an x£-X" — 7TiC

and a function 5= {(xn, yn): re£/} in C such that {x„: w£/} con-

verges to x. Let y be any point of Y and G(f)= {(x, y)} KJS. It is clear

that / is a function on {x}U{xn: «£/} into Y. To show G(f) is

closed, it suffices to prove S is closed. Let (s, t)^S. Since / is not a

cluster point and since Fis Plf there exists a neighborhood F of / such

that Vr\{yn:nEl) =0 or Vr\\yn:nEl) = {y*}. In the first case

(XXV)r\S = 0. In the second case s(£{xEX: (x, yk)ES\, so we

can choose a neighborhood U oî s which is disjoint from {x£X:

(x, y*)£S} ; thus, (UX V)C\S = 0. Therefore, 5 is closed and from

the hypothesis,/ must be continuous at x. But this is impossible since

{yn. nEl} has no cluster points. Thus iriC is closed and iri is a closed

function.

5. Corollary. Let X be a sequential nondiscrete Ti space and let Y
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be Ti. Then the following conditions are equivalent: (1)  (X,  Y) has

C.G.P. (2) (X, Y) has C.P.P. (3) Y is countably compact.

That (1) and (2) are equivalent follows from Theorem 4 and the

fact that C.P.P. implies C.G.P.; (2) implies (3) is a consequence of

[6, Theorem 4] and (3) implies (2) follows from [3].

The author wishes to thank the referee for pointing out that the

hypothesis in Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 could be weakened from first

countable to sequential.

The following is an example of a first countable F0 space X with

the following properties: (1) If F is any space and / is a function

from any subset of X into F with a closed graph, then/ is constant.

(2) If F is not countably compact, then (X, Y) does not have C.P.P.

Thus the hypothesis on X in Theorem 4 cannot be weakened from

Ti to T0.

6. Example. Let X= {x0, xi • • • } be a countable set. Let

An= {xj:j^n}yj{xo} and define a base for a topology on X as

follows: Sd(xo) = {An: « = 1, 2, ■ • • } and 9l(x„) = \An) for «Sïl. The

details are left to the reader.

The referee has raised the question as to whether C.G.P. implies

C.P.P. when both spaces are Hausdorff. As far as I know, this is an

open problem.

7. Theorem. For each space Y, there exists a zero dimensional

hereditarily paracompact Hausdorff space T* such that if (T*, Y) has

R.C.P.P., then Y is H(i).

Let 3 be the topology on Fand let £= {fja: aEA } be the set of all

maximal open filter bases on F. As in Theorem 1, ]^[{ifo: a£^4 } is

a directed set. We define a topology on the set F* = 3 by letting each

point of F* — {0} be open and by taking

N(Fa) = U{{F E3a: F E Fa\: a E A} VJ {0}

to be an open neighborhood of 0 for each (Fa) in ]^{íFo: aEA}.

That T* is Hausdorff, zero dimensional, and hereditarily para-

compact is a verbatim repetition of the corresponding argument

given for F* except that ultrafilters are replaced by maximal open

filter bases.

Suppose (F*, Y) has R.C.P.P. If F is not 77(î), then there exists

a maximal open filter base í with void adherence. Let C

= U { { F} XF: F£ff}. Then C is open since each {f} XFis open. By

an argument similar to that given in Theorem 1, we can show that
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U{{F}XF': FES}   is closed; thus  C' = U{{f}XF':  P£ï}.  But
0£(tiC)'—7TiC. This is a contradiction.

8. Corollary. Let Y be any space. Then Y is H(i) if and only if

(T*, Y) has R.C.P.P. Also YisH(i) if and only if (X, Y) has R.C.P.P.
for all spaces X.

The proof, which follows from the preceding theorem and [8,

p. 136], is omitted.

A space X is said to be feebly compact or lightly compact if every

locally finite system of open sets of X is finite. These spaces have been

studied in [l], [8, §4] and [9, p. 901 ]. In [l, Theorem l], it is shown

that a space X is feebly compact if and only if every countable open

covering of X possesses a finite subset Ai, ■ • • , An whose closures

cover X, i.e. XE\AI: lrgirSre}. It follows easily that a space X is

feebly compact if and only if every countable open filter base on X

has nonvoid adherence. This extends the list of equivalences given in

[l, Theorem l].

Using this characterization of feebly compact spaces, we are able

to obtain

9. Theorem. // X is first countable and Y is feebly compact, then

(X, Y) has R.C.P.P.

Let A be open in XX Y and x£(av1)'. Since X is first countable,

there exists an open countable neighborhood base { Un} of x. Since

Fis feebly compact, the countable open filter base iF = {ir2(UnX YC\A):

re = l, 2, • • • } has a point of adherence, say y. It follows that

(x, y)£^4', so xEiri(A'). Thus 7ri(^4') is closed.

10. Corollary. // X is first countable and Y is completely regular

and pseudo-compact, then (X, Y) has R.C.P.P.

This follows from [l, Theorem 3] and the preceding theorem.

11. Theorem. Let Y be an arbitrary space and let X be a space con-

taining a point x with an open neighborhood system {U„:n = l,2, • ■ ■ }

stich that U„ D Uñ+i for all re. Then Y is feebly compact if (X, Y) has
R.C.P.P.

If Y is not feebly compact, then there exists an open countable

filter base { F„} on Y with void adherence. For each re, let G„ = 0 { Fk:

1 ̂  k g re} and let

A = U{(£/„ - U:+i) X Gn: n = 1, 2, • • • J.
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Clearly A is an open subset of X X Y. It is easy to verify that

xEbriA)' — iri(A'), so tri is not closed. This is a contradiction.

12. Corollary. Let X satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 11. If Y

is completely regular and (X, Y) has R.C.P.P. then Y is pseudocom-

pact.

This follows from [l, Theorem 3].

13. Theorem. Let X be a nonempty first countable regular nondis-

crete I\ space and let Y be an arbitrary space. Then (X, Y) has R. C.P.P.

if and only if Y is feebly compact.

"If follows from Theorem 9 and "only if" follows from Theo-

rem 11.

The final result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 13 and

[l, Theorem 3].

14. Corollary. Let X be a first countable regular nondiscrete Ti

space and let Y be completely regular. Then (X, Y) has R.C.P.P. if

and only if Y is pseudocompact.
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